
ACHIEVEMENTS DURING FY 2018-19 (upto Oct’18) 
  

1. The conventional rakes of following train No’s have been converted to LHB rakes. 
Depot Train No. No. of Rake 
BBS 12830/12845 (BBS-MAS/BBS-BNC) 01 

PUI 
18405/06 & 12888/87 (PUI-ADI-PUI/PUI-HWH-PUI) 01 
22859/60 & 08404/03 (PUI-MAS-PUI/PUI-SRC-PUI) 01 
22827/28 & 18419/20 (PUI-ST-PUI/PUI-JYG-PUI) 01 

 
2. The MEMU shed started functioning at Khurda Road w.e.f. 21.06.18 and three 

rakes of train No. 68434/68433, 68421/22 and 68413/14 are being maintained.  
3. In KUR division, Rajdhani Express of BBS Depot and Shatabdi express of PUI Depot 

has been covered under project  Swarn. Under project Swarn improvements done 
in all the passenger amenities such as improvement of coach interior, good quality 
upholstery, improved toilet fittings, fitment of exhaust system & odour control 
system, provision of good quality & fresh linen to all passengers, LED lights fitted 
in coach corridor and toilets and Vinyl wrapping in Satabdi Express.  

4. 50 coaches of Rajdhani Express (6 cameras in each coach)and 15 coaches of Shatabdi 
express (6 cameras in each coach)have been fitted with CCTV  cameras to keep the 
coaches under CCTV surveillance to prevent any anti-social activities.  

5. The coaches of  Train No. 18405/06 of PUI Depot have been provided with passenger 
necessity items like Odorizes in toilets, Liquid soap dispensers, health faucets, Aluminum 
composite boards for Bio Toilet instructions, Unified single information board, Time table, 
foam taps etc. in line with Shaan-e-Bhopal and was commissioned on 30.05.2018.   

6. Consultancy services for Integrated Management System addressed to ISO 
9001:2008 for QMS, ISO 14001:2004 for EMS and ISO 18001:2007 for OHSAS at 
Coaching Depot, Puri & Bhubaneswar of Khurda Road Division has been 
implemented. 

7. Two no’s of Bottle crusher machines each at BBS and PUI station has been installed 
to prevent travelers from throwing used plastic bottles on the tracks, or in the 
station premises. 

8. At Coaching Depot/PUI and BBS Bio-Toilet display room was opened on station for 
passenger to provide awareness about the use of bio-toilet and its working mechanism. 

 

9. 21 Nos. of CCTV Cameras have been fitted in rolling-in points (BBS end) of Khurda Road for 
examination and monitoring of under gear of rolling stock, hanging parts and various 
defects of rolling in examination. Each route has three cameras (02 Nos. of camera on side 
of the track at low height to capture under gear parts, one camera at medium height to 
capture Coach no/wagon no).  

10. 06 no’s of plasma cutting machines were commissioned at KUR on 24.05.18 and provided 
to each ART and ARME of KUR division. 

 


